The paper is dedicated to techniques for reduction of background radiation in the room for conducting proton eye radiotherapy. The necessity of this reduction stems from the health risk of low-dose effect on the personnel and patients. We have touched the aspects of background reduction both at the cost of secondary particles, produced in beam-forming systems, and the dose reduction for the patient's healthy tissue (when carrying out beam therapy) owing to correct assessment of the biological effects of protons with energies up to 60 MeV. The obtained calculation results prove that an increase in the proton beam diameter provides the possibility of reducing the background radiation by more than a factor of three in the room and of correspondingly decreasing the body's radiation exposure. It is necessary to take correct account of RBE to reduce the radiation exposure of adjacent organs.
Introduction
The B.P. Konstantinov Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute plans to open a center for proton therapy of eye diseases based on the C-80 cyclotron with proton energies up to 80 MeV. An important task in organizing centers for radiation therapy is reducing the background radiation in the radiation room since low doses of radiation are still hazardous to personnel and * Corresponding author.
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patients. The long-term side effects of medical radiation [1] include, in particular, the development of secondary cancers as a result of the body's exposure to secondary neutrons (especially in children). Even though this effect is yet poorly understood, the maximum possible reduction in the background radiation (including neutron background) without loss of beam quality is considered to be the most acceptable option.
Experimental procedure
Proton therapy of eye diseases traditionally uses the passive scattering method for forming a treatment beam; in this case, the input beam passes through the devices for collimating, scattering and modulating the proton energy in order to create the required type of a modified Bragg curve in the irradiated region. In a typical passive scattering setup ( Fig. 1 [2,3] ), the proton beam expands and becomes homogeneous in the cross-section with the help of a system of scatterers and collimators.
Reduction of the patient's radiation load
The main reason why background radiation appears in the radiation room during proton therapy of the eye is that the majority of the protons are absorbed by the system generating the treatment beam, by the equipment and by the walls of the radiation room. As a rule, a proton beam with a diameter of 2-5 mm ('narrow') is introduced into the radiation room and passes a number of devices that form the treatment beam [2, 3] . The latter should correspond to the diameter of the tumor and can reach 4 cm. During this process, over 90% of the protons are absorbed by the elements of the beamgenerating system, the equipment and the walls of the room. Up to 10% of these protons cause nuclear reactions with atomic nuclei of the structural materials [4] ; secondary particles and radionuclides are produced as a result of the reactions. It should be noted that neutrons pose the greatest risk of all secondary particles, since they have a high biological effectiveness and can cause additional activation of the materials in the radiation room.
We have proposed and simulated a version of a 'broad' input beam whose diameter should correspond to the diameter of the irradiated region [5] . The computations were carried with the Geant 4.9.6 software package using the Monte Carlo method which allows to simulate how different types of radiation pass through different media. The program was tested for spatial distribution of the absorbed dose and for the formation of neutrons in tissue-equivalent materials.
Simulations of proton beam transport were carried out for different diameters of the input proton beam with an energy of 60 MeV: a 'narrow' beam with a radius of 2 mm and an angular divergence of 4.2 ×10 -3 rad; a 'broad' beam that entered the radiation room with a diameter equal to that of the irradiated region (25 mm); the angular divergence was 7.0 ×10 -4 rad.
In both cases, the same modified Bragg curve was created with the following parameters: the width was equal to 12 mm, the diameter of the final collimator was equal to 25 mm.
